
14.6 SkillBuilder: Constructing and describing
proportional circles on maps
14.6.1 Tell me
What are proportional circle maps?
Proportional circle maps are maps that incorporate circles, drawn to scale, to represent data for particular
places.

How are proportional circles useful?
Proportional circles are useful as they provide an immediate visual pattern, especially when the figures
being handled are large. Different-sized circles on a map reflect different values or amounts of something.
Proportional circles provide an easy way to interpret patterns, give an instant impression and allow us to
compare data for different places. For example, you might use these to show population size, agricultural
production of a specific crop, or endangered species.

Proportional circles are useful for:• gaining a quick impression of varying amounts over space• showing relationships on a map.
Some practical applications include:• economists showing the level of production across a region• tourism authorities showing the numbers of tourists in particular areas• emergency management organisations showing the quantities of water moving through a catchment.
A good proportional circle map:• is drawn in pencil, using a mathematical compass• has circles that are accurately drawn according to the scale provided in the legend• includes a key/legend to show the proportions of the circles• has a title.
A good description of a proportional circle map:• effectively communicates differences in values over space• identifies places• uses directions.

14.6.2 Show me
How to draw and describe proportional circles on a map
Model
The growth of megacities has been most noticeable across Asia, with 11 of the 18 megacities identified in
2000 located in that region. The only megacities in 1950 were Tokyo and New York, and by 2025 Tokyo
is predicted to be the largest megacity. By 2025 Asia will have 14 megacities, with Lahore, Guangzhou
and Shenzhen reaching megacity status between 2010 and 2025. In 2010, North America and South
America each had three megacities, Africa had two and western Europe one. By 2025, Africa will have
three megacities. Australia/Oceania had no cities of this size in 2000 and is not predicted to have any
by 2025.

You will need:• a base map• a set of data• a calculator• a light-grey pencil• a mathematical compass for drawing circles• an atlas• coloured pencils.Pdf_Folio:28
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FIGURE 1 Growth of megacities over time, 1950–2025 (projected)
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Procedure:
Constructing a proportional circle map

Step 1
Study the data and decide how many categories or circle sizes you need in order to include the highest and
the lowest values to be represented by the circles. You should have no more than five categories. The key in
the FIGURE 1 model has only four categories: 10, 20, 30 and 40 million. Notice, however, that there are more
sizes shown on the map itself. We have to estimate what number, or value, those other sizes represent. For
example, Tokyo’s population in 2010 is around 35 million. Step 2 outlines how circle sizes are calculated.

Step 2
Circle sizes should be appropriate for the base map you are using. They should not be too large or too small.

Take your data table and rank the values from highest to lowest. Work out the square root (√) of each
value. TABLE 1 shows the projected population data for megacities in 2025. As you can see, the largest figure
is 6.09, for Tokyo, and the smallest is 3.24, for Lahore. These numbers give us the measurement of the
radius of the proportional circles for our map. (Note:When working with population figures, you would
leave off the ‘millions’ and work simply with the base number, e.g. ‘36’ for 36 million, which would have a
square root of 6, and therefore a circle radius measurement of 6 mm.)
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TABLE 1 Projected megacity population, 2025 (millions)

2025 √ 2025 √
Tokyo 37.1 6.09 Kolkata 17.3 4.16

Delhi 32.7 5.72 Kinshasa 16.9 4.11

Shanghai 29.4 5.42 Guangzhou 16.7 4.09

Beijing 26.5 5.15 Buenos Aires 16.5 4.06

Mumbai 25.2 5.02 Istanbul 16.0 4.00

Dhaka 24.3 4.93 Manila 15.2 3.90

Mexico City 22.9 4.79 Rio de Janeiro 13.8 3.71

Sao Paulo 22.9 4.79 Los Angeles 12.8 3.58

Cairo 22.4 4.73 Jakarta 12.6 3.55

Karachi 22.0 4.69 Moscow 12.4 3.52

Osaka 20.4 4.52 Shenzhen 12.1 3.48

Lagos 20.0 4.47 Paris 11.6 3.41

New York 19.3 4.39 Lahore 10.5 3.24

FIGURE 2 The radius of a circle

Radius

Step 3
Construct a scaled group of circles as seen in the legend for FIGURE 1. To do this, allow one millimetre to
represent one unit. Ensure your largest circle has a radius big enough to encompass the largest figure in
your set of square root data. For example, the data for Tokyo’s population has a square root of 6.09, so you
would draw your largest circle with a radius of seven millimetres to ensure that the largest megacity, Tokyo,
could be plotted with a radius of 6.09 mm.

Use a mathematical compass and ruler, and set the compass to seven millimetres. On your map base,
draw a circle with a seven-millimetre radius. Your smallest circle would need a radius of three millimetres
to include Lahore. All other data in the table will fit somewhere between these two sizes.

Step 4
Map all the megacities on the base map according to these scaled proportional circles. Take care with
the use of the mathematical compass to ensure that your circles are accurate and neat. Using an atlas as a
reference, place circles as close as possible to the location they represent. You may use an arrow if there are
too many circles near each other.Pdf_Folio:30
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Step 5
Complete the map with the geographical conventions of BOLTSS.

Describing a proportional circle map
Step 6
To interpret your mapped data, you need to look for patterns. Where are the largest circles? Where are the
smallest circles? Are there any groupings of circles? Are there any patterns that can be identified, such as
radial, linear, clustered or sporadic?

Video eLesson Constructing and describing proportional circles on maps (eles-1735)

Interactivity Constructing and describing proportional circles on maps (int-3353)

14.6.3 Let me do it
Complete the following activities to practise this skill.

14.6 ACTIVITIES
1. Using the data on WFP funding contributors in TABLE 2, complete a proportional circles map to show the

level of WFP funding across the world in 2018. Use the checklist for drawing proportional circles to ensure
you cover all aspects of the task.

TABLE 2 Selected funding contributors to the World Food Programme in 2018 (US$)

United States of America 2 541 479166 Italy 35 421 720

Germany 849141 329 China 32 644 030

United Kingdom 617188873 Ireland 28191 994

Saudi Arabia 247 907 959 France 27 121 738

Canada 222172 109 Belgium 16053224

Sweden 148185 097 Finland 15939 371

Japan 130001 824 Pakistan 15 930 489

Norway 89996 849 Benin 13 461 901

Switzerland 79520 814 Luxembourg 11 153 437

Netherlands 71 558 728 Burundi 8 476 285

Australia 71 268 872 New Zealand 5661 439

Republic of Korea 67 897 569 South Sudan 5066 242

Denmark 55 940 285 Brazil 444 977

Russian Federation 44 882 539 Colombia 405 856

Figures current as of 28 April 2019

2. Describe the distribution pattern revealed by your map. Use the checklist for describing proportional circles
to ensure you cover all aspects of the task.

3. Based on what you have learned in this SkillBuilder, apply your skills to answer the following questions.
(a) Countries from which continent have made the greatest financial contribution to the WFP?
(b) Which other region has a number of countries that have made significant contributions?
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(c) Describe the pattern of WFP contributions across the world.
(d) Are there any countries that surprised you in their level of contribution to the WFP? Explain your answer.

Checklist:
In drawing a map of proportional circles I have:
• drawn in pencil using a mathematical compass
• drawn circles that are accurate according to the scale provided in the legend
• included a key/legend to show the proportions of the circles
• included a title.
In describing a map of proportional circles, I have:

• effectively communicated differences in values or amounts of something over space
• identified places
• used directions.
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